
                                                                              
 
 

Florida Southern College 
Intramural Tennis Singles Tournament 

                                                                               
Tennis is a game of courtesy, sportsmanship, and good behavior.  Players will be in charge of calling their 
own games! Court Supervisors will be there for questions and to run the tournament.  
  
I.  SERVING AND RECEIVING: 

1. Winner of toss (spin of racquet) - The winner of the toss will choose to be server or receiver, in 
which case the opponent shall choose the side. 
 

2. The server must stand with both feet behind the baseline.  They must stand between the 
continuation of the side line and the center line.  Neither foot may touch the court across the 
baseline until the ball has been contacted. 
 

3. In delivering the service, the server shall stand alternately behind the right and left courts, 
beginning from the right. 
 

4. If the first serve is not good, it is a fault and the server has a second try.  If second service is not 
good, it is a double fault and the receiver scores a point. 

5.  It is a fault if the server strikes at the ball and misses it. 
 

6.  The following are not faults: 
a.  If the server decides not to strike the tossed ball and catches it or lets it fall to the ground 
instead. 

 
7.  The server shall not serve until the receiver is ready.  The receiver is considered ready if they 
      attempt to return the serve. 

 
8.  The receiver may stand wherever they please on their side of the net. 

 
9.  It is customary for the receiver to determine whether or not the service is good. 

 
10.  It is proper tennis etiquette to award all calls you are unsure of to your opponent. 

 
11. A let service is one which hits the top of the net and goes into the correct service court.  It is 

always re-served.  There is no limit on the number of let serves. 
 

12. The server serves one complete game after which the receiver becomes the server.   
 

 13.  The server wins a point if the served ball touches the receiver or their racquet before it touches 
the ground.   

 
 
 II.  THE GAME 
 

1.  The player loses a point if: 
A.  Fails to hit the ball over the net before it has touched twice. 
B.  Returns the ball so that it lands out-of-bounds. 
C.  Fails to hit the ball over the net. 
D.  Touches the ball more than once in making a stroke. 



                                                                              
 

E.  Touches the net with racquet or self. 
F.  Volleys the ball before it crosses the net on a serve 
G.  Is hit by the ball before it bounces. 

 
2.  If because of wind or spin, the ball bounces back over the net, the player may reach across the net   

to make contact.  If contact is not made, the point goes to the player making the initial contact.   
 

3.  A ball landing on the line is good. 
 

4.  If during a rally, the ball hits the net and goes over into the opponent’s court, it remains in play. 
 

5.  Players shall change sides of court at the end of odd-numbered games. 
  
III.  SCORING  
 

1.  If a player wins the first point, the score is called 15 for that player; on  winning the second point, 
the score is called 30 for that player; on winning the third point the score is called 40 for that player; 
and the fourth point won by a player is scored game for that player. 

 
2.  If both teams have won 3 points, the score is called deuce.  The next point won by a player is 
called “advantage in” if the point is won by the server; “advantage out” if won by the receiver. 

 
3.  If the player with the “advantage” wins the next point, the game is over.  Otherwise, the score 
returns to deuce. 

 
4.  When a player does not score any points, the score is love. 

  
 IV.  MATCH  
 

The best of 11 games, (first player to win 6 games) or whichever player has won more games after 30 
minutes, whichever comes first. At the 30 minute mark if you are in the middle of game, you can finish 
that game.  

 


